Benefits of a ISONOR Firebox
”Powered by Favuseal”

The fire box is based on the
Favuseal NKX-6174 technology
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The fire box will not expand. The outer dimension
of the fire box will remain a constan both pre- and
post a fire! Only marginal expansion inside the
fire firebox occurs. This removes the need to
engineer in space for expansion around the fire
box. This fact allows for an extremely snug fit.

The Favuseal technology inside of the fire box
is resilient to water. This leads to an interesting
fact. The weight per m2 of a Favuseal “Powered”
firebox will remain a constant thru time as no
water uptake will take place.

TESTED TO
WORK WITHOUT
DEGRADED FIRE
PROPERTIES TO
MINUS 190ºC

TESTED TO NOT
LOOSE ANY FIRE
PROPERTIES OVER
A PERIOD OF 15
YEARS OFFSHORE

NON-TOXIC AND
GIVES OF HARDLY
ANY VISIBLE
SMOKE WHEN
EXPOSED TO A FIRE

MAINTAINING LINE
OF SIGHT FOR
HUMANS IN CASE
OF EVACUATION

Will not expand

Extremely resilient to water

Fitted on to the walls
inside of the metal enclosure

Favuseal NKX-6174
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The Favuseal “Powered” fire box utilizes Favuseal
NKX-6174 extruded in to sheets that are fitted
on to the walls inside of the metal enclosure. The
effect of this is very appealing. There is no sagging,
or degrading of fire properties over time. In other
words, the fire properties are always equally
distributed inside of the fire box over time.

200 kW/m
Pool fire scenario
2

250
kW/m
Jet fire scenario

Well documented

2

350 kW/m
HHF jet fire scenario
2
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Ultra slim

1
Excellent performance in a fire scenario:
200 kW/m2 Pool fire, 250 kW/m2 jet fire, 350 kW/m2
HHF jet fire, and various combination classes and
fire scenarios

2
Extremely well documented:
Can be custom made according to various
requirements of fire loads, explosion forces,
duration of scenario, continous operation
temperature, mass-to-surface ratio and weight
of object to be protected

3
Very thin and allows for slim-building fire boxes
without the risk of exaggerated expansion as is
the case with competing technologies:
Insulation from 11mm — 21 mm covering all fire
scenarios

+160°

Hydrophobic
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Easily modified

4
Can be used ”as is” for temperature up to 160°C
without the need for added thermal protection
on object protected

5
Maintenance free surface:
AISI 316 metal surface
6
Hydrofobic materials:
AISI 316, Favuseal NKX-6174 , Favuseal X3M mat

7
Easily modified on-site via use of standard
toolings

On-site modification

Easily modified

Tinner and more
snug-fit
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Imagine if a fire box needs modification. Would
it not be appealing to do that on-site instead
of shipping it off to somewhere in order to do
modifications? The Favuseal “Powered” fire box is
easily modified in-situ by skilled personnel. Only
standard metal tooling is required to make the
necessary adjustments on-site.

As the firebox utilizes a metal cladding, it is
virtually maintenance free. This lowers the Total
Ownership Cost (TCO) dramatically over time.
The firebox is easy to install and remove.
Fire testing has been done in accordance with
NORSOK requirements. The firebox can be fitted
with NORSOK requirements such as inspection
hatch, drain plug, and toggle clips, if needed.

All fire and explosion testing done according to
the highest standards.
The delivery program of a Favuseal “Powered”
firebox includes various combination classes such
as fire, thermal, and sound classes.

Flexible materials

No HSE risk

No toxic or
corrosive gasses

Can be used
indoors
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The technology inside the fire box is based on
Favuseal NKX-6174 and X3M mat – an aerogel
insulation mat. Both are flexible materials that
does not harden over time.
The technology inside the fire box will remain
flexible over time. Other competing technologies
continues to cure leading to an increase in
stiffness, which renders the results from an
explosion test useless as the capability of taking

up impact loads and drag forces will be drastically
reduced over time.
• No HSE risk when constructing the fire boxes,
and no HSE risk in case of a fire
• No toxic or corrosive gasses released in case
of a fire

• Can also be used indoors and in closed 		
quarters due to excellent HSE profile
of materials adopted
• The firebox can be re-built on-site and re-		
used to handle more severe fire loads without
the need to ship it off to the producer onshore
• In case of a fire, the technology inside of the
fire box can be treated as normal waste and
disposed of as such
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